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Appendix 1: Filtering of Hospital Discharge Data 
As providers/DHB regions are being considered against each other and over time, it is necessary to 
have data prepared in a consistent way throughout the time period, and across providers.  To 
achieve this, and to concentrate on core medical, surgical and maternity work where data is most 
accurately and consistently recorded, the national data has been filtered in 20 steps described below. 
 

1 Non-treated patients 

Events where no treatment is provided are excluded.  These include boarders who may be admitted 
or cancelled operations. 
 
Boarders are tested for by checking the primary diagnosis code (only) is in the range: 
• ICD9: V650. 
• ICD10: (Z763, Z764). 
 
Cancelled operations are tested for by checking that: 
• the primary operation/procedure code is blank and 
• the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 
• length of stay is less than two days and 
• one (or more) of the first six diagnosis codes contain the following codes: 

– ICD9: V64 
– ICD10: (Z530, Z531, Z532, Z538, Z539). 

 

2 Error DRGs 

Events coded to an Error AR-DRG are excluded.  Error AR-DRGs are in the range: 
ICD9 (AN-DRG Version 3.1): (951, 952, 955, 956). 
ICD10 (AR-DRG Version 4.1): (960Z, 961Z, 962Z, 963Z). 
 

3  Renal Dialysis 

Renal Dialysis AR-DRGs are excluded.  Renal Dialysis AR-DRGs are in the range: 
• ICD9 (AN-DRG Version 3.1): 572. 
• ICD10 (AR-DRG Version 4.1): (L61Z, L61Y). 
 

4 Same day chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

Some day cases for chemotherapy and radiotherapy are excluded from case-mix purchasing. 
 
These events are tested for by checking: 
• that the admission date is the same as the discharge date and 
• that either of the first two diagnosis codes falls in the range: 

– ICD9: (V580, V581). 
– ICD10: (Z510, Z511, Z512). 
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5 Sleep apnoea 

Some sleep apnoea events where patients stay overnight for tests are excluded from case-mix 
purchasing.  These events are tested for by checking: 

• that the integer difference in days between the discharge and admission dates is less than two and 

• that the AR-DRG is in the range: 
– ICD9: (174, 175) 
– ICD10: E63Z. 

 

6 Lithotripsy 

Some same day lithotripsy events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are tested 
for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (9851) 
– ICD10: (3654600) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (9851, blank) 
– ICD10: (3654600, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 
 

7 Colposcopies 

Some same day colposcopy events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are tested 
for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (6732, 6733, 6734, 6735, 6736, 6737, 6738, 6739, 7021, 7022, 7023, 7024, 7025, 7026, 

7027, 7028, 7029, 6711, 6712, 6713, 6719, 6815) 
– ICD10: (3560800, 3564600, 3564700, 3560801, 3553902, 3561100, 3553904, 3563705, 

3553903, 3560802, 3561400) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (6732, 6733, 6734, 6735, 6736, 6737, 6738, 6739, 7021, 7022, 7023, 7024, 7025, 7026, 

7027, 7028, 7029, 6711, 6712, 6713, 6719, 6815, blank) 
– ICD10: (3560800, 3564600, 3564700, 3560801, 3553902, 3561100, 3553904, 3563705, 

3553903, 3560802, 3561400, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 
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8 Cystoscopies 

Some same day cystoscopies events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are tested 
for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• that the patient’s age is greater than 15 years old and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (5731, 5732, 5733, 5749, 5831, 5822) 
– ICD10: (3681201, 3681200, 3683600, 3683904, 3684503, 3683902, 3684501, 3684500, 

3683900, 3684505, 3684504, 3684502, 3731801, 3731500, 3681501, 3682700) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (5731, 5732, 5733, 5749, 5831, 5822, blank) 
– ICD10: (3681201, 3681200, 3683600, 3683904, 3684503, 3683902, 3684501, 3684500, 

3683900, 3684505, 3684504, 3684502, 3731801, 3731500, 3681501, 3682700, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 
 

9 ERCPs 

Some same day ERCP (endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography) events are excluded from 
case-mix purchasing.  These events are tested for by checking: 

• that the Admission and Discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• the patient’s age is greater than 15 years old and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (5110, 5111, 5114, 5115, 5164, 5184, 5185, 5186, 5187, 5188, 5213, 5214, 5221, 5293, 

5294, 5297, 5298, 9705) 
– ICD10: (3048400, 3048401, 3048402, 3045200, 3048500, 3049100, 3045202, 3048501, 

3049101, 3049400, 3045100, 3045201, 3044200) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (5110, 5111, 5114, 5115, 5164, 5184, 5185, 5186, 5187, 5188, 5213, 5214, 5221, 5293, 

5294, 5297, 5298, 9705, 4522, 4523, 4524, 4525, 4528, 4542, 4543, 4685, 4823, 4824, 4829, 
4831, 4832, 4833, 4834, 4835, 4223, 4224, 4233, 4234, 4341, 4413, 4414, 4419, 4422, 4443, 
4445, 4512, 4513, 4514, 4516, 4519, 4530, 9802, blank) 

– ICD10: (3048400, 3048401, 3048402, 3045200, 3048500, 3049100, 3045202, 3048501, 
3049101, 3049400, 3045100, 3045201, 3044200, 3047801, 3047802, 3209000, 3208400, 
3209001, 3208401, 3209300, 3208700, 9030800, 3209400, 3207500, 3207200, 3207201, 
3207501, 9031200, 9031201, 3207800, 3208100, 3209900, 3210800, 9034100, 3210500, 
4181600, 3047303, 3047810, 4182500, 4182200, 3047304, 3047600, 3047601, 3047806, 
3047809, 3047811, 3047812, 3047602, 3047813, 3047900, 3047807, 3047603, 3047300, 
3047301, 3047500, 3047501, 3047803, 3209500, 3047804, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 
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10 Colonoscopies 

Some same day colonoscopies events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are 
tested for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• the patient’s age is greater than 15 years old and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (4522, 4523, 4524, 4525, 4528, 4542, 4543, 4685, 4823, 4824, 4829, 4831, 4832, 4833, 

4834, 4835) 
– ICD10: (3209000, 3208400, 3209001, 3208401, 3209300, 3208700, 9030800, 3209400, 

3207500, 3207200, 3207201, 3207501, 9031200, 9031201, 3207800, 3208100, 3209900, 
3210800, 9034100, 3210500) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (5110, 5111, 5114, 5115, 5164, 5184, 5185, 5186, 5187, 5188, 5213, 5214, 5221, 5293, 

5294, 5297, 5298, 9705, 4522, 4523, 4524, 4525, 4528, 4542, 4543, 4685, 4823, 4824, 4829, 
4831, 4832, 4833, 4834, 4835, 4223, 4224, 4233, 4234, 4341, 4413, 4414, 4419, 4422, 4443, 
4445, 4512, 4513, 4514, 4516, 4519, 4530, 9802, blank) 

– ICD10: (3048400, 3048401, 3048402, 3045200, 3048500, 3049100, 3045202, 3048501, 
3049101, 3049400, 3045100, 3045201, 3044200, 3047801, 3047802, 3209000, 3208400, 
3209001, 3208401, 3209300, 3208700, 9030800, 3209400, 3207500, 3207200, 3207201, 
3207501, 9031200, 9031201, 3207800, 3208100, 3209900, 3210800, 9034100, 3210500, 
4181600, 3047303, 3047810, 4182500, 4182200, 3047304, 3047600, 3047601, 3047806, 
3047809, 3047811, 3047812, 3047602, 3047813, 3047900, 3047807, 3047603, 3047300, 
3047301, 3047500, 3047501, 3047803, 3209500, 3047804, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 
 

11 Gastroscopies 

Some same day gastroscopies events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are 
tested for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• the patient’s age is greater than 15 years old and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (4223, 4224, 4233, 4234, 4341, 4413, 4414, 4419, 4422, 4443, 4445, 4512, 4513, 4514, 

4516, 4519, 4530, 9802) 
– ICD10: (4181600, 3047303, 3047810, 4182500, 4182200, 3047304, 3047600, 3047601, 

3047806, 3047809, 3047811, 3047812, 3047602, 3047813, 3047900, 3047807, 3047603, 
3047300, 3047301, 3047500, 3047501, 3047803, 3209500, 3047804, 3047801, 3047802) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (5110, 5111, 5114, 5115, 5164, 5184, 5185, 5186, 5187, 5188, 5213, 5214, 5221, 5293, 

5294, 5297, 5298, 9705, 4522, 4523, 4524, 4525, 4528, 4542, 4543, 4685, 4823, 4824, 4829, 
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4831, 4832, 4833, 4834, 4835, 4223, 4224, 4233, 4234, 4341, 4413, 4414, 4419, 4422, 4443, 
4445, 4512, 4513, 4514, 4516, 4519, 4530, 9802, blank) 

– ICD10: (3048400, 3048401, 3048402, 3045200, 3048500, 3049100, 3045202, 3048501, 
3049101, 3049400, 3045100, 3045201, 3044200, 3047801, 3047802, 3209000, 3208400, 
3209001, 3208401, 3209300, 3208700, 9030800, 3209400, 3207500, 3207200, 3207201, 
3207501, 9031200, 9031201, 3207800, 3208100, 3209900, 3210800, 9034100, 3210500, 
4181600, 3047303, 3047810, 4182500, 4182200, 3047304, 3047600, 3047601, 3047806, 
3047809, 3047811, 3047812, 3047602, 3047813, 3047900, 3047807, 3047603, 3047300, 
3047301, 3047500, 3047501, 3047803, 3209500, 3047804, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 

12 Bronchoscopies 

Some same day bronchoscopies events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are 
tested for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• the patient’s age is greater than 15 years old and 

• that the primary procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (3321, 3322, 3323, 3324, 3141, 3142, 3143, 3144) 
– ICD10: (4188901, 4189800, 4188900, 4189200, 4189801, 4176404, 4176403, 4184600, 

4184900, 4185500, 4189500) and 

• that the second procedure code falls in the following range: 
– ICD9: (3321, 3322, 3323, 3324, 3141, 3142, 3143, 3144, blank) 
– ICD10: (4188901, 4189800, 4188900, 4189200, 4189801, 4176404, 4176403, 4184600, 

4184900, 4185500, 4189500, blank) and 

• that the third procedure code is blank. 
 

13 Day case blood transfusions 

Some same day blood transfusion events are excluded from case-mix purchasing.  These events are 
tested for by checking: 

• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 

• that the event is non-acute (i.e., admission type not in ‘AC’, ‘ZC’) and 

• that the primary diagnosis OR the first three procedure codes fall in the range: 
– ICD9: primary diagnosis in the range (V582) OR {primary procedure in the range (9902, 

9903, 9904, 9905) AND second procedure in the range (9902, 9903, 9904, 9905, blank) AND 
third procedure blank} 

– ICD10: primary diagnosis in the range (Z513) OR {primary procedure in the range (9206000, 
1370601, 1370602, 1370603) AND second procedure in the range (9206000, 1370601, 
1370602, 1370603, blank) AND third procedure blank}. 
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14 Inconsistent stays 

The data contains one record for each period of hospitalisation (hospital event) of a person – that is 
the time from admission to the time of discharge.  Therefore, there should not be two records for 
the same person for the same period or part of a period unless it is the day of discharge or 
admission (that is, a person can be discharged from a stay in hospital and admitted for a second stay 
on the same day.  This most often happens with daypatients). 
 
This step identifies pairs of records where the dates of hospitalisation conflict.  This is probably due 
to simple coding errors or errors in updating records.  However, it is difficult to determine what are 
the correct data, so the second (later) hospital event is deleted. 

15 Well babies 

The quality of data for well babies and completeness of their recording has historically varied among 
hospitals.  For well babies, some hospitals admitted the newborn baby as well as recording the birth 
on the mother’s record, while other hospitals only recorded the birth on the mother’s record.  The 
practice of recording well babies has generally increased in line with national requirements. 
 
Well babies are tested for by checking if the primary diagnosis falls in the following range: 
• ICD9: V30–V39 inclusive 
• ICD10: Z38. 
 

16 Mental health cases 

Mental health events are excluded if they have either: 
• a mental health service specialty code, i.e., first character is ‘Y’, or 
• (a mental health AR-DRG and there was no operating room procedure performed). 
 
Mental health AR-DRGs are in the range: 
• ICD9 (AN-DRG Version 3.1): 841–848 
• ICD10 (AR-DRG Version 4.1): U40Z–U68Z. 
 

17 DSS cases 

DSS events are excluded if they have either: 
• (a DSS specialty code, i.e., first character is ‘D’, or 
• (a rehab AR-DRG, or 
• a respite care case, or 
• discharged from a DSS institution (and does not involve a delivery), and 
• there was no operating room procedure performed), and 
• where the average length of stay is greater than 10 days. 
 
DSS institutions are (‘3217’, ‘3220’, ‘3232’, ‘3235’, ‘3237’, ‘3238’, ‘3614’, ‘3912’, ‘3913’,’4015’, ‘4017’, 
‘4024’, ‘4031’, ‘4222’, ‘5750’, ‘5814’, ‘5229’, ‘5330’, ‘5332’, ‘3226’, ‘3228’, ‘4314’, ‘5914’) and health 
specialty not in (‘P10’,’P11’, ‘P12’, ‘P13’, ‘P14’, ‘P15’, ‘P16’, ‘P17’, ‘P18’). 
 
Rehab AR-DRGs are in the range: 
• ICD9 (AN-DRG Version 3.1): (940, 941) 
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• ICD10 (AR-DRG Version 4.1): (Z60A, Z60B, Z60C). 
 
Respite care primary diagnosis codes are in the range: 
• ICD9: (V604, V605) 
• ICD10: (Z742, Z755). 
 

18 Transfers 

When a patient with a condition that requires specialist treatment arrives at a small hospital they will 
usually be transferred to a larger hospital for that treatment.  They will often be transferred back to 
the original hospital for a period of their after care.  If, on the other hand, they arrive at the specialist 
hospital and live in the vicinity they will spend the whole period of hospitalisation in the one 
hospital.  Thus for the same condition and treatment it is possible to have one or more records.  For 
a consistent dataset, transferred records have been joined back together.  Transferred records are 
joined if a discharge record shows a person admitted to the same or another hospital within the 
same DHB, on the same or following day, with a discharge type (from the previous hospital event) 
indicating a transfer.  The diagnostic information is retained from the record containing the most 
expensive AR-DRG and the resultant record is attributed to that hospital.  Previous work shows that 
this procedure is conservative for detecting transfers – as the discharge type is not always 
scrupulously filled in and routine discharge may be entered in some cases of transfer. 
 
Any DSS events which were not excluded by (18) above are removed if they do not merge with a 
record from a medical/surgical/maternity speciality.  That is, if they have either: 
• a DSS speciality code, i.e., first character is ‘D’, or 
• (a rehab AR-DRG, or 
• a respite care case, or 
• discharged from a DSS institution (and does not involve a delivery), and 
• there was no operating room procedure performed). 
 

19 A&E day/short stay observation cases 

For several years, a number of providers have been including A&E events as day cases if the total 
treatment time was greater than three hours.  Audits by NZHIS have revealed that some of those 
providers have erroneously been using the three-hour rule so that treatment time includes waiting 
time.  In addition, some providers admit cases in the short stay observation unit, while other 
providers do not admit these cases.  In order to maintain consistency between providers, any day 
case recorded with an A&E speciality code (‘M05’–’M08’) has been excluded.  This is tested for by 
checking: 
• that the admission and discharge dates are the same and 
• the patient was not discharged dead (i.e., discharge type not in ‘DD’) and 
• health speciality code in (‘M05’, ‘M06’, ‘M07’, ‘M08’). 
 

20 Overseas patients 

To allow investigation at a DHB region level only, that is, excluding overseas cases, all cases with a 
DHB code of ‘XXX’ have been excluded from this report. 
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Appendix 2: Case-Mix Adjustment 
Comparing raw patient numbers annually, regionally, or by provider, shows changes in volumes but 
does not take into account whether there are any changes in the types of treatments that patients 
receive.  For instance, patients may be receiving either more complex or more costly treatments, on 
average, than they were in previous years.  The mix of patients that a hospital dealt with is referred 
to as its case-mix.  Adjusting for changes in case-mix, both over time and between DHB 
regions/providers, gives an indication of changes in case complexity and associated costs of 
treatments. 
 
For comparisons by provider and DHB region for 2003/04, case-mix adjusted discharges were 
calculated by deriving price weights for each patient discharged from hospital in 2003/04.  The price 
weight reflects the estimated price paid for each case relative to a base price of $2,617.72.   
 
All prices are based Victorian cost weights modified by the Ministry of Health for deriving 2002/03 
national hospital reference prices with District Health Boards (DHBs).  Prices exclude the costs of 
adjusters paid to DHBs for: complexity (tertiary), rurality, diseconomies of scale, Mäori health, 
capital adjustment, acute demand, and blood, and are GST exclusive.  Please note that this price is 
only an estimate, and should be used as an indicative price only for the reasons outlined below. 
 
In 2003/04, the national hospital reference prices include a range of inpatient events (principally 
medical/surgical events) from publicly funded hospitals, based on a case-mix methodology.  Derived 
from a Victorian (Australia) model, the case weight calculation methodology employed for 2003/04 
is known as the Weighted Inlier Equivalent Separations, Version 8C with Amendments for New 
Zealand (WIES8C).  Case-mix events are contracted for via purchase units, which are derived from a 
mapping of health service speciality codes. 
 
The national hospital reference prices were derived for medical, surgical, and some 
maternity/neonatal specialities via case-mix.  Most cases from maternity, DSS and mental health 
specialities were purchased by a different methodology. 
 
To accurately track changes in hospital discharges over time, the Ministry of Health applies a 
filtering process to keep only medical and surgical (including maternity) records, which are inpatient 
events, and excludes all other records.  This process differs from that used for deriving national 
hospital reference prices as it includes all maternity events, as well as some cases from DSS and 
mental health specialities who received medical and surgical treatment.  As the WIES8C model 
includes case weight calculations for inpatient events, the Ministry of Health has calculated an 
estimated price weight (and price) for each of the cases from the non-medical and non-surgical 
health specialities. 
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Appendix 3: Standardisation 
The purpose of standardisation is to correct comparisons for outside factors.  For example, the 
interest may be in whether one region has a rate higher than the average.  However, if the region has 
a particular age structure of its population that strongly influences the observed result, the effect of 
age should be removed before making the comparison. 
 
Two different standardisation methods have been used in this report.  For comparisons by DHB 
regions, age/socio-economic deprivation/ethnic standardisation has been employed.  For national 
comparisons over time, and comparisons between socio-economic deprivation groups, age/gender 
standardisation has been used instead. 
 
Indirect, rather than direct, standardisation has been chosen as the comparative measure for DHB 
region discharges.  The principal reason for this choice is that indirect standardisation is less 
sensitive to large differences in the age/socio-economic deprivation/ethnic specific rates than direct 
standardisation.  This implies that the standard deviation of an indirectly standardised rate is 
generally smaller than the directly standardised equivalent.  This last quality means that confidence 
intervals generated around an indirectly standardised rate are narrower (implying that the rate is 
more precise) than those found through direct standardisation. 
 
The overall indirect standardised discharge rate for DHB region k is calculated as follows: 

1. Extract the raw discharge rate for DHB region k. 

2. Calculate the raw discharge rate per 10,000 in age/socio-economic deprivation/ethnic group j 
for all New Zealand. 

3. Multiply the rates in (2) above by the corresponding population in age/socio-economic 
deprivation/ethnic group j for DHB region k, then divide by the total population in DHB 
region k, to get the expected discharge rate for DHB region k.  That is, the rate that would 
exist if the DHB region had the same schedule of rates as for all New Zealand. 

4. Calculate the raw crude discharge rate per 10,000 for all New Zealand. 

5. Multiply the crude national rate in (4) above, by the ratio of the raw rate for the DHB region 
k, to the corresponding expected rate. 

 

Algebraically 

Using the following notation, SRk, the standardised discharge rate per 10,000 in DHB region k can 
be expressed as: 

SRk = R * Rk / E(Rk) (the overall national rate) 
where: 

Rk = 10,000*πk (the crude regional rate) 

R = 10,000*Σk Dk/ Σk Pk (the overall national rate) 

E(Rk) = Σj (Rj * Pkj)/Pk (the expected rate for DHB region k) 

πk = Dk / Pk 

Dk is the total number of discharges in DHB region k 
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Pk is the population in DHB region k 

Pkj is the population in age/socio-economic deprivation/ethnic group j in DHB 
region k 

Rj is the raw discharge rate for age/socio-economic deprivation/ethnic group j for 
all New Zealand. 

 
An alternative to the standardised discharge rate for a DHB region is the standardised discharge 
ratio.  This is the ratio of the actual to expected rate for a DHB region.  Hence, SDRk, the 
standardised discharge ratio for DHB region is defined as: 

SDRk = Rk / E(Rk)=SRk/R 
 
If a ratio is greater than 1.00 then the standardised DHB regional rate is greater than the overall 
national rate.  Conversely if the ratio is less than 1.00 then the standardised DHB regional rate is 
lower than the overall national rate.  For example, if a particular DHB region has a ratio of 0.89 then 
it means that the standardised rate for the DHB region is 89 percent of the overall national rate. 
 

Socio-economic status 

Age and gender standardised numbers of discharges were also calculated for five groups of socio-
economic deprivation.  New Zealand deprivation (NZDep2001) scores have been generated from 
the 2001 census data as an attempt to measure special health needs, calculated as a function of nine 
socio-economic variables.1  The general theory is that an area with a high NZDep2001 score is, on 
the whole, more likely to need health services than one with a low NZDep2001 score.  These 
variables have been shown through the literature to be associated with mortality or morbidity or 
some type of disadvantage.  NZDep2001 is an updated version of the NZDep91 and NZDep96 
indices of socio-economic deprivation. 
 
The variables are calculated by meshblock and then aggregated up to domicile area (using population 
weights), where a domicile is a geographical area defined by Statistics New Zealand for census and 
related purposes.  The aggregation to domiciles was undertaken in order to be able to match with 
hospital discharge information.  The list of variables used is given in Table A4.1. 
 
Table A4.1: Census variables used for calculating NZDep2001 scores 

Name of variable Description of variable (in order of decreasing weight) 

Income People aged 18–59 receiving a means tested benefit 
Employment Unemployed people aged 18–59 
Income Equivalised2 household income below an income threshold 
Communication People with no access to a telephone 
Transport People with no access to a car 
Support People aged <60 living in a single parent family 
Qualifications People aged 18–59 without any qualifications 
Owned home People not living in own home 
Living space Equivalised household below a bedroom occupancy threshold 

 

 
1 Salmond and Crampton (2002a, 2002b). 
2 Equivalisation: methods used to control for family composition. 
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Principal components analysis (PCA) is performed on the set of nine census variables.  The 
NZDep2001 score for meshblock d was defined as the first principal component, PC1, of the census 
data for each meshblock, d, where: 

PC1(d) = a1 * X1d + a2 * X2d + ...  + a9 * X9d 
and 

a1, ... ,a9 etc are the coefficients associated with the first principal component (PC). 
 
PCA is a dimension reduction technique.  The original variables are reduced to one or more PCs, 
where each PC consists of a linear combination of the original variables.  The PCs are ordered so 
that PC1 contains the most information from (variation in) the original variables, PC2 the second 
most, and so on.  In this case, the original nine variables for each meshblock are reduced to one PC.  
The values and signs of the coefficients for the NZDep2001 scores are consistent with the 
expectation for a measure of socio-economic circumstance. 
 
In this analysis, NZDep2001 scores have been grouped into five classes (quintiles).  These vary from 
‘low deprivation’, that is those domicile areas (census area units) which are the least deprived (and 
the least perceived need of health services), to ‘high deprivation’ and those domicile areas which are 
judged to be the most deprived.  For instance, those in the low deprivation group (Group 1) are the 
20 percent of domiciles with the lowest NZDep2001 scores.  Conversely, those in the high 
deprivation group (Group 5) are the 20 percent of domiciles with the highest NZDep2001 scores.  
In all cases, NZDep2001 scores apply to areas rather than individual people.  Hence, the 
populations of each quintile are not the same.  The groups, with corresponding ranges of 
NZDep2001 scores and projected populations for 2003, are shown in Table A4.2. 
 
Table A4.2: NZDep2001 groups 

NZDep2001 group Range of NZDep2001 scores Population 

Low deprivation NZDep ≤ 926.4 738,562 
Low–moderate deprivation 926.4 < NZDep ≤ 959.1 775,968 
Average deprivation 959.1 < NZDep ≤ 1000.6 800,935 
High–moderate deprivation 1000.6 < NZDep ≤ 1056.7 857,200 
High deprivation NZDep > 1056.7 833,374 

Total  4,006,039 

Note: Excludes 2431 people who live in domicile areas with no NZDep score. 
 

Confidence intervals 

A series of 99 percent confidence intervals was calculated for each standardised DHB region 
discharge rate with the lower limit, LCL(Rk), defined as: 

LCL(Rk) = 10,000*[(Xk – 2.576*√Yk) / Zk] 

and the upper limit: 

UCL(Rk) = 10,000*[((Xk + 2) + 2.576*√(Yk + 4 – 8*πk)) / Zk] 

where: 

Xk = 2*Dk + 2.5762 – 1 
Yk = 2.5762 – (2 + 1/Pk) + 4*πk*(Pk*(1 – πk) + 1) 
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Zk = 2*(Pk + 2.5762) 

and 2.576 is the 99.5th percentile value of the cumulative normal distribution.  If the LCL lies above 
the national rate then this shows that the DHB region rate is significantly above the national rate.  
Conversely, if the UCL falls below the national rate then the DHB region rate is significantly below 
the national rate. 
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Appendix 4: Average Length of Stay and Day Cases 

Case-mix adjustment 

As part of the case-mix adjustment process, AR-DRGs have been aggregated into clusters of AR-
DRGs (adjacent DRGs) with the same clinical condition, removing any subdivisions of age, 
complications and/or co-morbidities, and patient deaths.  This regrouping of AR-DRGs into 
clusters was used so as to be able to calculate either the expected average length of stay, or model 
the likelihood of being a daypatient within each category using age and the presence of co-
morbidities as independent predictor variables.  The result of this process was 409 AR-DRG clusters 
of the same clinical condition. 
 
For example, AR-DRGs E62A, E62B and E62C were grouped into one cluster.  Each of these AR-
DRGs involves Respiratory Infections/Inflammations, but were split into three AR-DRGs on the 
basis of the severity of the co-morbidities and/or complications present, either none, moderate or 
severe, or catastrophic. 
 
A difference in raw rates of average length of stay or percentage day cases between providers may be 
due to a number of different factors, including: 
• the principal diagnosis 
• the presence of any complications and/or co-morbidities 
• the patient’s age 
• socio-economic and demographic factors 
• the severity of the patient’s condition 
• hospital-specific factors. 
 
To make a valid comparison between providers, the first five of the above factors must be 
controlled for by adjusting for patient status on admission.  If a provider deals with a 
disproportionately large number of cases with a high likelihood of needing to stay a long time in 
hospital, then the average length of stay for that provider should, all other things being equal, be 
longer than that of another provider with a smaller number of such cases.  With reference to day 
cases, if a provider deals with a disproportionately high number of cases with a high likelihood of 
being daypatients, then it is likely that the proportion of daypatients within that provider will, with 
all other things being equal, be greater than another provider with a smaller number of such cases. 
 
There is no severity index score measure consistently used throughout New Zealand (such as 
APACHE or CSI used in the United States) which could be used to adjust for these differences.  
However, although no direct adjustment is made for patient severity in this report, factors such as 
age, the presence of any co-morbidities, and the relative average length of stay/percentage of cases 
that are daypatients, for each of the secondary diagnoses, provide an indirect means of assessing the 
severity of a patient’s condition. 
 
Adjusting for the above factors allows a fairer comparison of provider performance, with 
differences in average length of stay or percentage day cases between providers reflecting differences 
in hospital environments and how a patient is cared for during their period of hospitalisation rather 
than differences in patient mix. 
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Average length of stay 

The number of nights that a patient spends in hospital is commonly referred to as their length of 
stay in hospital.  If a patient is discharged and admitted on the same day then their length of stay is 
zero and they are classified as a daypatient.  If a patient spends at least one night in hospital then 
they are classified as an inpatient. 
 
For comparisons by provider/DHB, and in Tables 1 and 2, length of stay calculations exclude all day 
cases. 
 
The presence of a small number of records with an exceedingly long length of stay creates a problem 
for the calculation of average length of stay.  These records have an influence on the average length 
of stay that is disproportionate to their number.  And, because they are rare and hence prone to 
fluctuate widely from period to period, their effect on the average length of stay may not reflect the 
provider’s standard practices. 
 
Truncation at the 97th percentile was chosen as a reasonable compromise between removal of 
outliers and leaving the data as undisturbed as possible.  All stays at the AR-DRG level for which the 
length of stay was greater than the 97th percentile were truncated to that value. 
 
To make a valid comparison between providers’ average lengths of stay, differences in patients’ 
status on admission (case-mix adjusted) between providers must be taken into account.  A regression 
approach was used to adjust for case-mix, by calculating an expected average length of stay for each 
provider. 
 
A ratio of truncated to expected average length of stay was calculated for each provider and provides 
a fair means of comparing providers’ average length of stay. 
 
If a provider has a ratio of greater than one, this implies that the provider has a longer average 
length of stay than expected, given the mix of cases within that provider.  A ratio score of less than 
one implies that a provider is doing better than expected. 
 

Day cases 

To make a valid comparison between the percentages of cases that were daypatients by provider, 
differences in patients’ status on admission between providers must be taken into account.  Logistic 
regression and contingency table analysis were used to adjust for case-mix, by calculating an 
expected percentage of patients that were day cases for each provider. 
 
A means of comparing the percentages of day cases between providers is to calculate a ratio of 
actual to the expected percentage of day cases for a given provider.  This ratio provides a positive 
statement about the performance of a particular provider. 
 
If a provider has a ratio of greater than one, this implies that there are more daypatients than 
expected, given the mix of cases within that provider.  A ratio of less than one implies that a 
provider is doing fewer day cases than expected. 
 

 
 


